Histopathologic evaluation of passive stabilizers in shoulder instability.
The macroscopic pathomorphology in recurrent shoulder instability has been described. However, less is known regarding the histopathologic details of the affected structures. This study evaluates different histopathologic stages of shoulder instability by assessing biopsy specimens of static stabilizers for possible correlations with clinical parameters. Our hypothesis was that clinical parameters of shoulder instability correlate with histopathologic findings. Passive shoulder stabilizers (labrum, anterior bundle of the inferior glenohumeral ligament) were biopsied during arthroscopic shoulder stabilization. Samples were submitted to immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization, and blinded evaluation. Clinical data, comprising age (<30 years or ≥30 years), total number of dislocations (1, 2-3, or >3), and period since initial dislocation (<6 months, 6 months to 6 years, or >6 years), were tested for statistical correlation with the following histopathologic parameters: inflammation, lipomatous changes, vascular proliferation, tissue fragmentation, and cellularity. Standardized biopsies were performed in 30 consecutive patients (4 women and 26 men; mean age, 32.6 years) with anterior shoulder instability. Microscopic evaluation showed only small variations in histologic changes among all samples. Only limited variations in cell density, matrix swelling, and collagen fiber disruptions were found. Immunohistochemical analysis showed a similar expression of decorin in all samples. Clinical parameters (age, total number of dislocations, and period since initial dislocation) were statistically independent from histopathologic parameters (inflammation, lipomatous changes, vascular proliferation, tissue fragmentation, and cellularity). No correlation was found in patients with 1 dislocation versus those with more than 1 dislocation. In contrast to macroscopic findings among different grades of shoulder instability, this study detected no correlation between clinical items (age, total number of dislocations, and period since initial dislocation) and histopathologic parameters. These clinical items seem to be independent from the tissue status of static stabilizers of the shoulder.